CONGREGATION BET HAVERIM
Annual Report, 2019-2020

MESSAGE FROM RABBI WOLFE
The CBH Spirit Shines Ever Brighter!
There is nothing like a challenge to bring our community together, helping us discover over and
over again the tremendous spiritual, cultural, and educational resilience and resourcefulness
that lives with such vitality within our Bet Haverim family. Collectively, we have reached out
and taken care of each other during these challenging days and nurtured our hearts and minds
and spirits with wonderful and engaging moments on Zoom, our new best friend. Despite not
being able to be together in person, we have joined together through the blessings of the
Internet to interweave our lives together. Together we have shown that community transcends
the merely physical, forging new pathways of connection with one another. Together, we have
celebrated countless Shabbat services, drawing friends, old and new, from around the country;
a weekly dynamic Torah study group; a fantastic Zoom Passover family seder; seven Zoommitzvah celebrations thus far and more on the way; an adult Zoom b’nai mitzvah, and a Zoom
confirmation. We have held fascinating presentations as a part of our very popular Tuesdays at
Two program, and we are so grateful to all those who shared their knowledge and wisdom. We
have also had Zoom funerals and Zoom shivas to make sure that our families continue to
experience the love, warmth, care, and support that is needed at their time of need, made
more complicated by the pandemic challenges. Our committees have continued to be robust
and thoughtful during these days, as well. We are looking forward to developing new and
meaningful ways for you to connect and celebrate the High Holy Days this year, and welcome
your thoughts and ideas as our High Holy Dream Team begins to draft our plans.
And, finally, I won’t ever be able to fully express my deep appreciation for the incredible
celebration of our 25 years together. What a truly meaningful and magical experience that was
for Julie and me! I am also so proud of our community that rallied together to raise significant
additional funds to support our Jewish home of Bet Haverim. I have thanked them elsewhere
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but just one more shout out to Jodi Liederman and Ariella Wolfe for leading our extraordinary
Zoom Gala Gala this year.
I am so proud of how hard our committed team of professionals and staff has worked to
partner with each of you during these difficult days of COVID-19 to create a loving and dynamic
Jewish home for all of us. I am so thankful to Ardyth, Rhoda, Patrick, Doug, Wendy, Saumirah,
and Sari. And a special welcome to Pia Spector, our new Executive Director! We are blessed, as
well, with a dedicated group of lay leaders who are enthusiastic, thoughtful, and creative.
As we move forward, I cherish each and every one of you and hope that we can partner with
you to create the Jewish world of your dreams. As you read through these pages, you will see a
myriad of ways to get involved and make a difference. We invite you, please, jump in and get
involved. If you don’t see what you are most passionate about, please, reach out and let us join
you in making something new and engaging happen. This is our home, our Jewish family. We
hope that each person in our synagogue will discover, in the year ahead, a new way to become
involved at CBH that adds meaning to your life. I am looking forward to continuing our journey
together.
With Blessings, Rabbi Greg

MESSAGE FROM BOARD CO-PRESIDENTS, Barry Klein & Steve Cohen
Dear CBH Community:
As we attempt to write year-end thoughts to you, our CBH community, it is hard to begin, as so
much that seems unique and transformational has taken place in the world these past twelve
months. It is like writing the first paragraph of your first novel, and in many regards this past
year would seem like a novel from a perspective of someone predicting the future 20 years
ago. But we will try.
Considering the many stressful and challenging things that have taken place this year, we
believe CBH is more important than ever: as a home for constructive ideas, debate, and actions,
for sure, but foundationally as a spiritual home for reflection and renewal. As a matter of fact,
that is what we thought this year would embody when we developed our strategic goals for this
year; but who could have foreseen all that was coming. In the midst of all the turmoil we all try
to find good things to be thankful for, and we hope you have found some successes as
individuals as you have endured personal, familial, and community pain this year.
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As mentioned, we started with a goal of increasing the importance of CBH to our community.
In addition, we had goals of improving our governance structure and CBH committee
functionality, increasing our volunteer base, and updating Board policies and procedures. We
have had much success in these endeavors, although more needs to be done. We furthered
discussions and planning regarding long-term capital projects, e.g. renovating our social hall,
but detailed plans and fundraising are still needed, and will be on the agenda for this coming
year.
Following successful fundraising in the spring of 2019, and a security grant from the
Department of Homeland Security/Cal-OES, we have increased security and have plans for
furthering security and safety on our campus. However, more needs to be done, as we know
that in times of strife there is often an increase in anti-Semitism that impacts our campus
security. We’ll keep you informed as we develop additional solutions and implement them.
This year we also had to deal with the departure of our Executive Director. We were very
fortunate to have Patrick Bell so ably step in as Interim Executive Director, while we recruited a
permanent ED. We are happy to welcome Pia Spector, a highly accomplished administrator in
the regional non-profit community, as our new ED. Pia joined us on June 22nd. As soon as
COVID-19 circumstances allow, please drop in to say hello to Pia, or in the meantime send her
an electronic greeting. Again, we can’t say enough thanks to Patrick for all that he has done to
carry us through these turbulent times.
The past year has been fraught with controversy that included immigration and racial justice
issues, national political turmoil, and the COVID-19 pandemic. The political turmoil in Israel has
added to our challenging times. It is no surprise to hear that the CBH Board has been engaged
with these issues as we developed our advocacy positions and public postures. We’ve made
progress in how we get involved in these kinds of issues, with several public statements by the
Board or co-Presidents and Rabbi Greg, and a Board willingness to discuss and act on
uncomfortable issues and controversial positions. Several of our committees have been active
regarding social and political issues and we have done our best to be open to different points of
view while maintaining our core values (not always easy to define, and a work in progress.)
We have made modest but important increases in our membership and we will continue our
efforts in expanding our Partner community, an endeavor that is crucial to the long-term
viability of CBH. Please help us with ideas how we can do better.
The COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on our services and operations, and our finances, have
dominated our time the past few months. The major impact of closing the CBH campus,
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including the temporary closing of Gan Haverim, presented many challenges. Many people
stepped up so we could move quickly to substitute online services and events, so ably led by
Rabbi Greg and our wonderful CBH staff. Staff member Wendy Haworth and Board Treasurer
Amy Abramson moved quickly, ably, and successfully to garner funding from the Payroll
Protection Program that allowed us to support our staff, the Gan Haverim staff and some
operations during these hard times of campus closures.
We are very thankful for the efforts of all of our staff in these challenging times. They have
been incredibly supportive, creative and successful in helping us navigate through these
unexpected waters.
We are in the midst of planning various contingencies for reopening the campus, although
having traditional on-campus services for the upcoming High Holy Days seems like a long shot
right now. Rabbi Greg has assembled a “Dream Team” (how easily we lapse into sports
metaphors!) to work on plans for the High Holy Days that will be shared with the Congregation
as they evolve into actions. Reopening is a very dynamic situation right now. We are planning to
reopen Gan Haverim in stages that follow state and county guidelines with the first stage
underway as you read this. Doing this right has a great impact on the families that rely on Gan
Haverim and on our financial situation for the upcoming fiscal year starting July 1st.
Regarding finances, our PPP loan, anticipated to be forgivable, in conjunction with the funds
raised from the Zoom Gala Gala that celebrated the 25 years of Rabbi Greg’s leadership of CBH
(wasn’t that an uplifting and heartwarming celebration!) allowed us to finish the fiscal year in a
more positive light than we had anticipated. As we look forward to next year, we continue to
be faced with the uncertainty around the evolving health situations that might impact Gan
Haverim operations and other campus financial issues that are related to the pandemic. We
will continue to be dependent on the generosity of our Partners even in these times. We know
there are certainly Partners who are suffering financial hardships from the COVID-19 pandemic,
so we encourage those who can to reach down deeply to support CBH in these trying times.
Most importantly, we wish you, your families, your friends, and everyone else, good health and
safety in these trying times. The CBH Board will work tirelessly to increase the value of CBH to
your lives — a sanctuary of peace, spiritual guidance, and personal satisfaction.
L’ Shalom
Barry Klein and Steve Cohen
Co-Presidents
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TREASURER’S REPORT, Amy Abramson, Treasurer
Greetings CBH Partners! 2019-2020 may well turn out to be the year of unanticipated
events. All of which is to say that the Finance Committee has been busy with monitoring our
current budget and preparing our budget for 2020-2021, analyzing financial reports, addressing
unanticipated expenditures and revenue shortfalls (and delighting in the success of our recent
Gala!), providing financial guidance to CBH staff, and responding to the financial impact of the
Covid-19 closure of CBH's campus.
Committee members Amy Abramson (Treasurer), Steve Cohen, Steve Cohan, Michael Bobell,
Laurel Hassid, and our Executive Director meet monthly (and sometimes more). In addition,
Amy meets regularly with Wendy Haworth, CBH Bookkeeper, to address accounting issues and
develop practices that improve the transparency and efficiency of our financial operations.
Some of the highlights from this year include: the development of an Introductory Membership
option that invites potential members to try us out for a year; modification of our balance sheet
format and chart of accounts to provide financial information that facilitates better decisionmaking; improved financial communication and collaboration with senior CBH staff; award of
PPP Loan from First Northern Bank; and addressing the financial impact of the temporary
closure of Gan Haverim.
And as we end this year, most of our time and energy went in to developing the 2020-2021
budget as we continue to address Covid-19 and the resulting economic scenario. The Finance
Committee is committed to closely monitoring the evolving financial picture and to enacting
budget modifications as needed in the coming year.
On behalf of the Finance Committee, thank you for your on-going support of our Bet Haverim
community. If you have any questions or would like more information, please contact me at
Treasurer@bethaverim.org.

RITUAL COMMITTEE, Mark Joske, Chair
What an exciting and challenging year! The Ritual Committee has been actively working to
provide the best possible spiritual experiences here at Bet Haverim. We continue to look for
innovative ways to enhance everyone’s experience. Chant services lead by Hallie and Carrie,
and Mussar services are among the varied offerings. We are extremely happy to see how
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popular Ardyth Sokoler’s First Friday night services have been. It’s been wonderful to see all the
families in attendance!
We are especially proud that our congregation has had Friday night and Saturday morning
services every single week, 52 weeks a year, for many years. Thank you to the Rabbi, the Torah
readers and our faithful minyan who make this happen. Yasher koach to all of us.
Some members have suggested a different siddur: one that includes transliterations along with
Hebrew and more material in English. We’ve been trying out the siddur, Mishkan T’filah on
Friday nights. Feedback so far is positive, and we’d love to hear from you too! Please call the
office to arrange to borrow a copy.
COVID-19 has certainly challenged us. And it’s truly inspiring to see how the community has
stepped up and Zoomed. Attendance has increased, including guests from out-of-state and
internationally. The B’Nai Mitzvot have continued on schedule, inspired to new levels of
creativity with wonderful results.
The virus also poses challenges to our High Holy Day services. Don’t worry though — we have
established a “High Holy Day Dream Team” that will find a way to echo our CBH traditions and
provide a sense of community, time for introspection, and a spiritual space during this sacred
time.

HEBREW & RELIGIOUS SCHOOL, Ardyth Sokoler, Director, & Laurie Stillman, Chair
The Rabbis of our Talmud teach in Hagiga 3a that a place of Jewish study cannot exist without
new creative interpretations. This has certainly been a year of creativity and innovation for our
Education & Youth programs. Enrollments in our offerings and new family partnerships have
continued to increase over the past three years. This year, we welcomed 17 new families and
27 new children into our Hebrew & Religious Schools as well as our Teen Programs. A vibrant
Jewish learning experience was received by 99 children in our Religious School and 39 children
in our Hebrew School; more than 40 teens remain connected through our Keshet,
Confirmation, Madrichim Program, and DRTY youth group.
Our Education & Youth Programs are blessed with a diverse dedicated teaching staff
including professional educators, community members, parents, and enthusiastic college
students. Our teaching staff has remained remarkably stable over the past few years resulting
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in a strong sense of collaboration and community. At a recent Teacher Inservice & Madrichim
Leadership Training Session, we worked together to create a list of things that make us proud of
our programs. Our list included the following: “We are making Religious & Hebrew School a
place that children want to be.” “Our schools and programs are inclusive and accepting of a
variety of students.” “Children at CBH can grow from being students to madrichim to
teachers.” “More teens are staying involved at CBH following their bar or bat mitzvah.”
“Jewish learning is applied to real life situations and values.”
In March as the global pandemic arrived, our strong sense of community, dedicated teaching
staff, and dynamic approach to curriculum allowed us to move all of our programs online in a
matter of days. Our teachers, madrichim, volunteers, and families were truly heroes working
in collaboration to support both Jewish community and meaningful content for the remaining
three months of the year. Our Hebrew School students received individual and small group
tutoring on a weekly basis and our Religious School classes enjoyed creative learning
experiences including guest speakers, games, virtual trips to Israel, and even Jewish cooking
opportunities. Teen programs increased in frequency as our teens had a desire to stay
connected and be involved in social action and social justice causes. F3 Shabbat services, bar
and bat mitzvah celebrations, online resources, and virtual holiday workshops were all
well-received, as we worked in partnership with our families to support them during this
challenging time.
We are very proud of all that we have accomplished for our community and excited by
possibilities of the coming year.

GAN HAVERIM, Rhoda Rohnstock, Director, & Aron Katz, Chair
We were pleased to welcome back Rhoda Rohnstock as our Director, who accepted the full position in
February. She has continued traditions in Gan Haverim’s play-based program including Music Together
with Karen Crane, and weekly Shabbat celebration with visits from Rabbi Greg. You may have noticed
changes to the play area; there are refreshed woodchips and the climbing structure is disassembled for
repainting; improvements to the “mud kitchen” are currently under way.
Enrollment was rising until the COVID-19 pandemic required temporary closure of our campus. Despite
the closure, our teachers remained hard at work creating a new and vibrant online forum for families
to stay connected, even while physically distant. Teachers offered daily content including activities with
video demonstration, live and archived video story times, live lunch dates, silly picture challenges and a
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twice-per-week toy exchange so that children could borrow their favorite toys from school, and return
them for cleaning. This has kept our families engaged and our community strong while we slowly and
cautiously progress toward normalcy.
With the uncertainty of COVID-19 and ever-changing best practices, the nature and economics of
childcare is profoundly changed. As part of a graduated re-opening plan, Gan Haverim offered a “soft
re-opening” with limited hours and reduced capacity on June 15th. This has allowed our teachers to
practice with new, stringent protocols, and provides opportunity to slowly acclimate our children to
new routines. While we are operating at reduced capacity, the remote activities have continued so all
previously enrolled children have access to our community.
We are especially grateful to all our parent volunteers who have continued their support during this
difficult time, and for the substantial donations made by parents to support our teachers.

ADULT EDUCATION COMMITTEE, Nancy Lazarus, Chair
The Adult Education Committee has been busy. Of particular interest were talks by partners:
Michael Hirsch on “Women of Importance in Judaism, A Journey of Discovery;” Dr. Kathy
Glatter on “Hungary’s Jewish Population and the Hungarian Holocaust – A Personal and
Historical Perspective;” and Gail Gutierrez McDermid on Conversos.
In response to COVID-19, we Zoomed with the Rabbi to present Tuesday’s at Two at Bet
Haverim. Our topics included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three Jewish Attorneys Walk into a Bar
Counting the Omer
The B’aal Shem Tov
“Why are families so difficult?”
Homeless Services in Davis
Hillel at Sacramento and Davis
Racial Violence in America: Not Just Bad Apples
The Voice of Protest

A big thank you to all our presenters and participants.
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The Adult Education Committee is looking for new members; please contact the office for more
information. Also, we will work with anyone who wants to sponsor or produce an Adult
Education event. If you have any ideas, please let us know. We are tentatively scheduled to
hear Amy Kurzweil, author of the graphic novel “The Flying Couch,” on April 17 and 18, 2021.
She will lecture on her book and provide a cartoon workshop.

PARTNERSHIP, Raychel Kubby-Adler, Chair
The newly revamped Partnership Committee is one more opportunity for audacious
hospitality. We’re widening our circle as we reach out to current CBH partners and the larger
Yolo County community.
Our programming is geared to be multi-generational. We have four annual events: food trucks
and entertainment at the CBH Sukkot; a Progressive Dinner around Passover; an accessible
hike/walk at Hanukkah; and a Summer Social. We’ve served free honey and apples in the Fall at
public events to make CBH more visible to the community and – just because.
The Partnership Committee is a team: we have a Chesed Squad and a Shalom Squad. The
Chesed Squad provides Mitzvah Meals to partners who are ill (please let us know when we can
help). There is a Caregiver Support Group which meets regularly. Another group has “Adopted
a Social Worker.” The Shalom Squad welcomes new partners. Last year we delivered 40
Welcome Bags with Shabbos gifts: a Challah, grape juice, Shabbos and yahrzeit candles, a
prayer page, and honey donated by Z Specialty Foods. The Partnership Committee also is a
touchpoint to partners as they come and go.
Are you in a Havurah? Would you like be in one? Let us know. We want to help form new
groups and get more people involved.
We have more fun things in the works: an outdoor film night, a Jewish Cooking Zoom Show; and
a Talent show. Seriously.
JOIN US – no prior experience needed. Just a big heart.
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BUILDINGS & GROUNDS, Elisabeth Dubin, Chair
At CBH, our buildings and grounds are integral to the functions of our community. Until
recently, we met in person on Anderson Road; the COVID-19 reality has, for the time being,
replaced our face-to-face interactions with digital connections. This hasn't been an
easy transition, but most of us have grown to enjoy certain aspects of the "Zoom-tuary" as we
await our return to campus.
During the down time, the Building and Grounds Committee was able to complete one of three
grant-funded projects to be paid for by the Department of Homeland Security grant. While Gan
Haverim was closed, we were able to install security blast films at classroom, office and
preschool windows. We will continue working on fencing and enhanced exterior lighting
throughout 2020.
When it again becomes prudent to get together physically, watch the E-tone for an
opportunity to participate in a Community Design Charrette! A "charrette" is a guided
exercise — a collaborative planning process that harnesses the talents and energies of all
interested parties in a community to create and support a master plan for the campus. We
had planned this event for this past spring; when it's finally time to reschedule, we want to hear
your voice and know your thoughts about our physical campus, including aspects of security,
safety, aesthetics, accessibility, and sense of place.
Other projects on our radar: the design of a community engagement art project for the
street-facing side of the Holocaust Memorial Wall, redesign of the parking lot and landscaping,
and renovation of our Social Hall bathrooms! As usual, Building and Grounds is looking for new
members who have skills to contribute in the building trades, engineering, construction,
landscaping, planning, design, and project management. Please join us! It's rewarding and your
skills are needed.

ISRAEL MATTERS, George Rooks, Chair
The Israel Matters Committee had a wonderful, if abbreviated, year.
Our programs for the year included:
•
•

Co-sponsorship with StandWithUs of an Israel booth at I-House Diversity Day in Central
Park in October
Six Months in Israel: Hila and George Rooks
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•
•
•

The Line Between Anti-Israel Activity and Anti-Semitism: David Kadosh of the Zionist
Organization of America
Annexation? The Jewish Communities of Judea and Samaria: George Rooks
An Overview of Events In Israel: Matan Zamir, Israel Deputy Consul for the Pacific
Northwest.

Programs with AIPAC, AMCHA, and others are rescheduled for next year. Also we were unable
to hold our annual Israel Independence Day Celebration at CBH, nor were we able to walk in the
Picnic Day Parade in support of Israel because of Covid-19.
During the year, we collected monies for various projects including providing coffee and
doughnuts to IDF soldiers at the Gush Etzion Junction and supplying hot lunches to
kindergartens in Jerusalem.
We have a wonderfully active interfaith committee consisting of more than 40 people; we’ve
held Zoom meetings in May, as organized by our Chair George Rooks who is currently in Israel.
Our plans for next year depend largely on the degree to which the region opens up.

ISRAEL PEACE ALTERNATIVES, Sarah Pattison, Chair
These are the programs presented by Israel Peace Alternatives (IPA) in the 2019-2020 year.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hand in Hand Center for Jewish-Arab Education in Israel
Hillel Damron - Israel's Repeat Elections - The Fight for Democracy Continues
So Many Ways to be a Jew: - Religious Pluralism in Israel (TICVA event at Beth Shalom)
Ethan Wellerstein: - Let Our People Know: - J Street University Summer trip to Israel
Combatants for Peace, one Palestinian and one Israeli share personal stories of
transformation
Tania Hary of Gisha: Gaza: Possible Solutions (New Israel Fund)
Virtual Coffee Hour with Jeremy Ben-Ami of J Street (Zoom)
David Miller of UC Davis: Murals of Change: How the Youth of Palestine and Lebanon
wrote their Vision of the Future on Their Walls (Zoom)
Rabbi Leigh Lerner: Israel's Ultra-Orthodox and Us: What We Need to Know (Zoom)

A number of other events were cancelled due to COVID-19 or other reasons.
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TEAM TIKKUN OLAM, Roy Kaplan, Chair
Last spring, in the spirit of Tzedek Tzedek Tirdof – Justice, Justice We Will Pursue,
the Rabbi re- energized the Social Action Committee and renamed us “Team Tikkun Olam.”
We now meet virtually on the first Thursday of the month at 7:00 pm; there are about 15-20
regular attendees and more than 80 partners receive our email and agendas. Our new
mission statement is “to promote and defend our Jewish values together by engaging in the
pursuit of social justice locally, nationally and internationally through service and political
action.” We have been doing this by educating ourselves; identifying social action needs;
initiating and coordinating actions, programs and projects responding to those needs; and
expressing a Jewish voice to the larger community. We also have been collaborating with
Jewish Action Norcal and Norcal Resist.
Our areas of focus have included immigrant rights, food insecurity in Yolo, ethnic curriculum
reform in the schools, homelessness and most recently, racial and criminal justice reform.
We have been working with Religious Action Center (RAC)-California on advocacy and recently
met with State Senator Dodd and Assembly Member Cecilia Aguilar-Curry. We expect to
participate in the RAC campaign “Every Voice, Every Vote.” It is a non-partisan campaign to
encourage everyone to participate in the 2020 election. We are looking for partners to lead and
help in this campaign.
We hope to reach out to other faith communities and organizations with similar social justice
agendas. We welcome partners to join us at our monthly meetings. Please contact the Chair at
kaproy@aol.com or the office for more information.

COMMUNITY, Many Partners
CBH is a busy place. Our “miscellaneous” activities include:
• Participation in the Interfaith Rotation Winter Shelter (IRWS) and Community Meals
served at St. Martins
• Biberstein Social Action Fund
• Adopt-A-Social Worker
• Mitzvah meals
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Israeli Dancing once a month
Mah jong; Partners’ Art Show
Rosh Chodesh Group
Youth Choir
Heart and Spirit Chanting Circle once a month (and continuing on Zoom)
Mindful Meditation and talk, led by Rabbi Seth Castleman, every Tuesday at 7:00 (and
continuing on Zoom).

THANK YOU TO STAFF
We are grateful to our fabulous staff who have stepped up to maintain CBH operations, BIG
TIME. We thank Doug Walter, Wendy Haworth, Saumirah McWoodson, Sari Stricke, all the
teachers, and all the volunteers. Yasher Koach – a big thank you to you all.
For information on how to participate on any of these committee and to learn more about
programing, please contact the office or check the CBH website. Our goal at CBH is to
encourage people to interact with Jewish tradition and its values through Jewish study,
worship, celebration, social action and social activities. Everyone is welcome.

Have a good summer. Social distancing. Wear masks. Be safe.
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